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associated cut file, and four corner 
marks to ensure accuracy of cut and 
crease with the printed artwork and 
compensate for any sheet placement 
skew or print stretch. This function also 

enables the operator to instantly view 
the job on screen and set the desired 
cutting features from the system’s 
material database. This means that 
different aspects of the file can have 
different treatments applied to them 
and also predetermine the order they 
are worked on. 

The cutter is driven using the Production 
Studio package (included with the system), 
which is part of Intec’s acclaimed ColorCut 

Pro software suite. This can be used as a 
standalone application with the cutter or as 

part of a networked solution when used in conj-
unction with Intec’s ColorCut Pro Server Station. 

The ColorCut Pro software suite offers sophisticated 
features with Job Library Manager workflow applic-

ation and the new Template Maker application for 
producing vector box templates, to load into Adobe 

Illustrator or CorelDraw, for use with the cutter. 
 

HIGH SPEED FEEDING 
The auto sheet feeder provides exceptional pneumatic 
efficiency and material handling to deliver a solution which 
is perfectly synchronised with the FB9000’s continuous conv-

eyor cutting belt. Accommodating both landscape and 
portrait feed orientations, the feeders pick up arm is easily 
adjusted to accommodate wide or narrow media. 

The cavernous media stacker is easily lowered to load up 
to 2000 SRA3 sheets (25 kg) or a stack height of up to 22.5 
cm and raises simultaneously as each sheet is fed, from 
the top of the stack, to offer true unattended production.

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW… 
• The FB9000Pro uses advanced digital contour cutting 

technology to follow artwork lines drawn in Adobe 
Illustrator or CorelDraw enabling you to cut and 
crease absolutely any shape, on-demand, with no 
set up costs and no new software to learn.  

• Using the Auto Sheet Feeder, for unattended operation, 
the maximum media size is 480 x 720 mm. However, 
larger sheets can be cut in manual mode up to 550 x 
850 mm.  

• Designed to feed sheets in both portrait and land-
scape orientation, the system is equipped with an 
adjustable pick up head for wider sheets and larger 
media formats.  

• The separate cutting and creasing tools operate 
independently of each other, reducing operation 
time, improving productivity and providing the 
ability to specify different speed modes for 'blended' 
or multi speed cut and crease for accurate fast 
throughput. The cutting tool is supplied with a range 
of blades enabling a wide range of media to be cut 
from labels up to 1000 micron card stock. The 
creasing tool is double ended, offering a choice of 
wide or narrow crease with an option to assign 
multi-creases within the ColorCut Pro software,  
to aid the creasing of difficult substrates.  

• Printed sheets are held securely in place on a revolv-
ing conveyor belt, felt cutting mat by a powerful 
vacuum produced from a high speed pump. The 
cutting table features two suction zones to hold even 
difficult substrates firmly. 
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Now bigger and faster, the new FB9000Pro from Intec sits 
right at the top of the company’s ColorCut product 

offering and becomes the new flagship model with its 
impressive new features.  

By combining cutting, creasing, perforating and scoring  
in a single pass ensures that the FB9000Pro offers rapid, 
automated and unattended production for the creation of 
packaging and point of sale, paper, synthetic projects and 
kiss cut sheet label production. The system comes complete 
with a 2000 auto feeder/stacker, vacuum suction conveyor 
belt cutting table and media collection tray to offer true 
unattended capability.  

Mark Baker-Homes, director of business development, 
stated: ‘We are incredibly excited to introduce the FB9000Pro 
into our very successful ColorCut flatbed cutter range. This 
product offers a quantum leap in speed and functionality, 
as well as bringing new styling cues that will permeate 
across our ColorCut range over the coming year. Our new 
flagship model ensures any business, that wants to bring 
unattended quality cutting automation in-house, can do 
so with confidence.’ 

 
PERFECT CUTTING 
Rapidly processing jobs at speeds of up to 1200 mm per 
second with an SRA3 sheet cut in 15 to 45 seconds (depend-
ing on file complexity), the FB9000Pro can handle a variety  
of media types up to 1000 micron thick including folding box- 
board, card, paper, synthetics, soft boards, vinyl and label 
stocks and large sheet sizes up to 550 x 850 mm. 

Its dual tool head provides separate cutting and creasing 
tools that operate independently of each other to reduce 
operation time and improve productivity. The cutting tool 
applies a class leading 1.2 kg of cutting pressure to achieve 
crisp cuts on up to 1000 micron media and an industry first 
for this type of cutter of 1.5 kg creasing pressure, to achieve 
deep, clean creases. Productivity is further enhanced with 
the ability to specify different speed modes for ‘blended’ or 
multi speed cut and crease operations on the same job. 

Using QR codes for cut file recognition, the cutters CCD 
camera quickly reads the code to retrieve the printed sheets  
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NEW COLORCUT FB9000PRO AUTOMATIC DIGITAL DIE CUTTER FROM INTEC


